You don’t need any kurling equipment to do
these activities, and you certainly don’t need
an ice rink! Have a go at home!
For both of these activities you will need:
• a table or smooth flat surface
• jar lids and/or plastic bottle tops (do not put these back on jars/bottles after
playing, and be careful if there are pets or small children around)
• a wooden spoon or something similar for pushing

TABLE KURLING

Additional equipment:
paper, pens and tape

• Create or draw a kurling target (like the one in the picture below) on a piece
of paper. You can be creative with this, using different colours and you could
even write numbers on different parts of the target to represent points.
• Stick the kurling target down flat near one end of the table/smooth surface.
Make sure all of the sides are well taped down.
• Each person takes it in turns to push the jar lids/bottle tops from the
opposite end of the table, using their hands or a pusher.
• Try to get your jar lids/bottle tops to stop on the
target as close to the centre as possible. You could
play against other people at home or on your
own, trying to score as many points as you can.
Keep trying to beat your own score!
Let us know if you enjoy these activities!
Tag @SENDactive on Twitter

THROUGH THE GATE

Additional equipment:
tins or paper/plastic cups

• Set up some “gates” using the tins/cups.
• From one end of the table/smooth surface, push the jar lids/bottle tops with
your hands or a pusher, aiming to pass them through the gates.
• As you get better at pushing the jar lids / bottle tops through the gates you
could move the gates further away or try making the gates narrower.
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